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Abstract. The information hiding method in this study was based on PDF files of
iso-8859-1 encoding. The hiding method that we discovered can hide information within
PDF files, and the hidden information will not be detected of any irregularity by users
when reading the PDF files. We developed an encryption technique which combines
the information hiding technology of PDF documents and quadratic residue as basis,
and applies to copyright protection and digital learning. The copyright owner can use a
personal secret key to randomly generate a sequence of characters in PDF documents (or
pixels in digital images) to operate with the pixels in the watermark to create verification
ciphertexts. The watermark, digital content in PDF format and ciphertext verification
are then stored at the copyright registration center. Moreover, by using our scheme, once
piracies with the same serial numbers as genuine products are found, their sources can
be traced. Furthermore, this encryption technique can also apply to digital learning. The
learning questions and answers are first categorized according to their level, in which the
characters of the questions and answers are then created with hidden ciphertext. This
can prevent the learner from directly seeing the answer before thinking.
Keywords: Portable Document Format (PDF), Information hiding, Quadratic residue,
Factorization problems

1. Introduction. Briefly speaking, information hiding technology is to hide secret data
in a file, of which the file would appear normal and show no trace of irregularity to most
people. Both sides involved with the hidden information would need to first communicate
with each other in how to retrieve the secret data hidden within the file. The main
purpose for hiding information is to prevent a third person (party) from knowing about
the passing data. Therefore, the hiding of information is a kind of communicating to
prevent data from being damaged, modified, or the retrieval of secret data from a third
person (party).
Digital watermarking is a technology which revises the pixel values of digital images
to hide important information. In general, the revised digital image usually has little
diﬀerence with the original image, which the human eye basically would find diﬃcult to
identify the diﬀerence between the original image and the revised one. The watermark in
the original image can only be retrieved if the owner uses the secret key.
Various types of documental formats are used among our daily lives, such as TXT,
DOC and PDF. Because PDF files are commonly used by most users and well publicized
by Adobe [1] vendors, we therefore chose to use PDF files for information hiding study.
1
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Our information hiding technology is applicable for PDF files of iso-8859-1 [2] encoding.
It is also combined with a copyright protection technology based on quadratic residue [3].
Because the copyright owner is the only one who knows the secret key, a person would
encounter a factorization problem if the data were intended to fabricate.
In 2007, Castiglione et al. [4] used the reserved header space of documents in Microsoft
Oﬃce Word to hide information. The hided information showed to have no eﬀect to the
opening and reading of the document. In the same year, Zhong et al. [5], used a technique
according to the preset distance between each word in PDF document management for
information hiding, which also showed no influence to the reading quality of the document.
In 2010, Lee and Tsai [6] discovered that the hexadecimal text encoding of “20” and
“A0” are displayed as blank characters in PDF documents based on iso-8859-1 character
encoding [2]. According to iso-8859-1 [2] encoding, the preset blank character encoding in
PDF is “20” and therefore the first hiding method is to respectively use “20” and “A0”
as the binary digits of “0” and “1”, in which then the original blank character code is
replaced. After the replacement, the display of blank characters in PDF remains the same.
The second hiding method uses the following steps: (i) set the font size of “A0” as 0, (ii)
encode each character of the hidden information into the Huﬀman code, in which each
codeword is expressed with the string series of “A0”, (iii) the space between words in PDF
is expressed by “20”, and the codeword is inserted inside the text between the characters
in words. The above two methods have the advantage of displaying identical results in
PDF reader before and after the hiding, and showing no influence when reading the PDF
file. However, the method by Lee and Tsai [6] would be more diﬃcult to accomplish if
the PDF document contains no text but simply images.
2. Mathematical Background and Introduction to PDF Syntax.
2.1. Quadratic residue. Quadratic residue [3] is frequently used in cryptography. Suppose n is a positive integer, a is called a quadratic residue modulo n if gcd(a, n) = 1, and
x2 ≡ a mod n is solvable. Otherwise, a is called a quadratic non-residue modulo n. The
set of quadratic residues of Zn is denoted by QRn and the set of quadratic non-residue
by QN Rn .
Definition 2.1. Let p be an odd prime
number and let a ∈ Z. The Legendre symbol de
( )
( )  1, if a is called a quadratic residue modulo p
−1, if a is called a quadratic non-residue modulo p
noted as, ap , is defined by ap =

0, if a divides p
By Fermat theorem, we have the following:
Proposition 2.1. Suppose that p is an odd prime number and a, b are positive integers,
then the following statements are true.
p−1
p−1
2
2
≡ −1 mod p.
(1) a
( ∈)QRp(iﬀ) a( ) ≡ 1 mod p, and a ∈ QN Rp iﬀ a
b
= ap
.
p
( ) ( )
(3) ap = pb iﬀ a ≡ b mod p.

(2)

ab
p

By (2) of Proposition 2.1, we have the conclusion that the product of two quadratic
residues is also a quadratic residue and the product of two quadratic non-residues is also
a quadratic residue. Yet the product of a quadratic residue and a quadratic non-residue
is a quadratic non-residue.
Proposition 2.2. Let p and q be two large prime numbers, and n = p × q, define the
set Zn∗ = {a ∈ Z : 0 < a < n and (a, n) = 1}, and then Zn∗ can be divided into four
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equivalence classes as follows:
{
( )
( )
}
a
a
∗
Z(1,1) = a ∈ Zn
= 1,
=1
p
q
{
( )
( )
}
a
a
∗
Z(1,−1) = a ∈ Zn
= 1,
= −1
p
q
( )
}
{
( )
a
a
∗
= −1,
=1
Z(−1,1) = a ∈ Zn
p
q
( )
( )
}
{
a
a
∗
= −1,
= −1 .
Z(−1,−1) = a ∈ Zn
p
q
Therefore, a ∈ QRn iﬀ a ∈ Z(1,1) and a ∈ QN Rn iﬀ a ∈ Z(1,−1) ∪ Z(−1,1) ∪ Z(−1,−1) . Let
c1 , c2 , c3 , c4 be defined as c1 ∈ Z(1,1) , c2 ∈ Z(1,−1) , c3 ∈ Z(−1,1) , c4 ∈ Z(−1,−1) . Then for
any a ∈ Zn∗ , we can choose a suitable number ci , i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} such that ci a ∈ Z(1,1) .
For example, if we choose p and q such that p ≡ 3 (mod 8) and q ≡ 7 (mod 8), we may
set c1 = 1, c2 = −2, c3 = 2, c4 = −1. The following are properties of quadratic residues
mod n.
(1) For a ∈ Zn∗ , a ∈ QRn iﬀ a−1 ∈ QRn .
(2) a ∈ QRn iﬀ a ∈ QRp ∩ QRq .
(3) If a is the quadratic residue mod n, where n = p × q, and p, q are known in advance,
then the four roots of z 2 ≡ a mod n can be worked out in polynomial time.
Theorem 2.1. Let n = p × q where p ≡ q ≡ 3 (mod 4). If a ∈ QRn and (a, n) = 1, then
each of the four roots of x2 ≡ a mod n fits in Z(1,1) , Z(1,−1) , Z(−1,1) , Z(−1,−1) , respectively.
k
Furthermore, x2 ≡ a mod n has a solution for every integer k ≥ 1.
√
Note: If p ≡ 3 (mod 4) is a prime and a ∈ QRp , then a has a square root x (= a) =
p+1
a 4 (mod p), (since ap+1 ≡ a2 (mod p) and −1 ∈ QN Rp ).
2.2. Introduction to PDF syntax. We only introduce a small part of the PDF syntax, in which only the syntaxes which controls text and images in PDF are introduced.
For details of the complete PDF specification, please see PDF Reference, Sixth Edition,
version 1.7 [7].
2.2.1. PDF text syntax. An example of a PDF syntax is given in Table 1. In the example,
“BT” represents Begin Text, and “ET” represents End the Text. The datum point (0, 0)
for the displaying coordinates of the first row between “BT” and “ET” is located at the
Table 1. Example of PDF text syntax
syntax
BT
/F13 12 Tf
288 720 Td
(ABC) Tj
−5 −18 Td
(DEF)Tj
/F13 18 Tf
0 −18 Td
(IJK) Tj
ET
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bottom left corner refers to the original coordinate (0, 0) of the whole PDF document
page. The displaying coordinates for the text of the second row and so on is based on
shifting the datum point of the previous text row. Syntax “/F13 12 Tf” is used for setting
the text style and font size, in which “F13” sets the text style and “12” sets the font size.
This text setting syntax will apply to the current text and till the next text setting syntax;
“288 720 Td” refers to the displaying coordinates, and “(ABC) Tj” is to display the text
“ABC”. As a result, the document “ABC” will display at a coordinate position (288, 720),
with text style of “F13” and font size “12”.
Syntax “−5 − 18 Td” refers to displaying “DEF” at coordinate (−5, −18). Because
“DEF” is not the first row, the datum point for the displaying coordinate is based on the
first character of the previous row text referring to the new original coordinate (0, 0), as
shown in the dotted arrow of Figure 1. As a result, the displaying position of “DEF”
is based on the new datum point of the previous row, shifting 5 units left and 18 units
downwards. Therefore, “DEF” will display at a position beneath “ABC” to the left with
text style “F13” and font size “12”, i.e., The text between “/F13 12 Tf” and “/F13 18
Tf” is based on “/F13 12 Tf” setting. Furthermore, any text after syntax “/F13 18 Tf”
will follow the setting, hence the text style for “IJK” is “F13” with font size “18”. The
final results are shown in Figure 1. If syntax “/F13 18 Tf” did not exist, then “IJK”
would have applied to the text setting syntax of “/F13 12 Tf”.
2.2.2. PDF image syntax. The syntax “Im1” in Table 2 is the name of the image, “Do”
refers to draw the image of “Im1”, and “132 0 0 132 45 140 cm” indicates the width and
height setting for the image at 132 units and to display at position (45, 140). Furthermore,
“q” commands the image status to become stacked prior to drawing, and “Q” commands
the image to restore its compressed state after the drawing is completed.

Figure 1. Display results of the PDF text syntax example in Table 1
Table 2. PDF image syntax example
syntax
q
132 0 0 132 45 140 cm
/Im1 Do
Q
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3. Research Method.
3.1. PDF information hiding method – for texts. Lee and Tsai [6] indicated that
the hexadecimal character codes of “20” and “A0” in a PDF document are displayed as
blank characters according to iso-8859-1 [2] encoding, and can be used to represent the
binary digits of “0” and “1”. As a result, the method can only be used for PDF files under
the encoding format of iso-8859-1 [2]. We assume that the secret data for hiding was of
binary digits “101”. Therefore, the data can be expressed in hexadecimal character code
“A0 20 A0”.
From the comparison of text syntax modification shown in Table 3, we can notice
the three blank characters in the modified syntax of “( ) Tj”. Based on iso-8859-1 [2]
encoding, the blank characters represent the hexadecimal character code of “A0 20 A0”,
and “0 0 Td” represent the displaying coordinate (0, 0) for the three blank characters.
Since the blank characters are not on the first row, the datum point of the displaying
coordinates is based from the previous row. As a result, the three blank characters will
stack up on “ABC” under PDF display. The purpose for syntax “/F13 0 Tf” is to have
the three blank characters apply with font style “F13” and font size of “0”. The key for
the three blank characters lies in the font size setting as “0”. The three blank characters
will completely disappear. The text “DEF” originally applied a text setting of “/F13 12
Tf”; however as we inserted “/F13 0 Tf”, “DEF” shall apply the “/F13 0 Tf” setting. We
therefore need to additionally insert “/F13 12 Tf” above “5 − 18 Td” to maintain the
original text setting for “DEF”. As a result, the displaying appearance from the original
text syntax and modified text syntax in PDF Reader will have completely same results.
The three blank characters by adding “( ) Tj”, with character code “A0 20 A0”, have
become a hiding data.
3.2. PDF information hiding method – for images. If we intend to hide a secret
binary digit data “101” within a PDF image, an additional text syntax is added to the
original image syntax, as in Table 4. We therefore need to insert a syntax block which
begins with “BT” and ends with “ET”. The three blank characters in the modified syntax
“( ) Tj” represent the hexadecimal character code of “A0 20 A0” according to iso-88591 [2] encoding, and the displaying position of the blank characters are the same to the
displaying position setting for “Im1” is at (45, 140). As a result, the three blank characters
will stack with “Im1”, and the blank characters apply to the text setting of “/F13 0 Tf”.
Table 3. Comparison of text syntax before and after modification
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Table 4. Comparison of image syntax before and after modification

3.3. Retrieval of hidden information from PDF text documents. The first step
was to search if syntax “0 0 Td” appears in the text syntax. The next step was to check
if the next syntax ends with “Tj”. If the syntax meets with both conditions, the text
character code is the hidden information. After the data is retrieved, the search will
continue to find the next “0 0 Td”, and the process goes on until the whole text syntax
was searched. The retrieved character codes are then combined together according to the
sequence, in which “20” and “A0” respectively represent the binary digits of “0” and “1”.
The assembled character code is then converted back to the binary digit data message
which we want.
3.4. Retrieval of hidden information from PDF image documents. If the hidden
information is concealed in image “Im1”, as in Table 4, we need to search the additional
syntax block in order to retrieve the hidden information. The search method is to find
the additional syntax block, which begins as a text setting syntax at the first row with
font size set to 0 between “BT” and “ET”, and the second row is to continue as a text
displaying coordinate syntax, the displaying coordinate is required to be as same as the
displaying coordinate of “Im1”. When the syntax block is found, the text character code
in the text display syntax is our hidden information. We retrieve all the character codes
from the syntax blocks and combine them together according to the sequence, in which
“20” and “A0” respectively represent the binary digits of “0” and “1”. The assembled
character code is then converted back to the binary digit data message which we want.
3.5. Application of PDF information hiding method applied to copyright protection – for texts. A PDF file in accordance to iso-8859-1 [2] encoding includes m
characters and watermark W = w1 w2 w3 . . . w2t−1 w2t , wi ∈ {0, 1}, and n = p × q, where
p, q are strong primes which satisfy p ≡ 7 (mod 8) and q ≡ 3 (mod 8); p, q are the secret
keys which should be kept from (unknown to) others.
Algorithm I
Step 1: An integer from x0 ∈ Zn∗ is randomly selected which there exists a unique b ∈
{1, −1, 2, −2}, so that x0 = bx0 , with x0 ∈ QRn . The value x0 is an initial hidden
value which should be kept from (unknown to) others.
Step 2: Run i = 1 to t
(1) Find the solution of x2i ≡ xi−1 (mod n), satisfying xi ∈ QRn .
(2) Calculate ui = xi mod m.
(3) Retrieve two of the most significant bits of the ui character among the m
characters, assigned as k2i−1 and k2i .
(4) Calculate c2i−1 = k2i−1 ⊕ w2i−1 and c2i = k2i ⊕ w2i .
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Step 3: Calculate x2t+1 ≡ xt (mod n), satisfying xt ∈ QRn .
Step 4: We can then obtain S = (x, c), where x = xt+1 , c = c1 c2 . . . c2t .
Step 5: We would then want to hide the entire S into the PDF file. Based on iso-8859-1
[2] encoding, we convert the binary digit “1” into the hexadecimal character code
“A0”, and binary digit “0” into the hexadecimal character code “20”. After S is
converted into binary digits, the text setting syntax insert is inserted with syntax
“/F13 0 Tf”, using every 8 bits as a unit and syntax “( ) Tj” as a set. An example
is shown in Table 5.
Table 5. Example of hiding information into a text syntax

Step 6: The PDF file, watermark W = w1 w2 w3 . . . w2t−1 w2t , and S = (x, c) are sent to
the copyright registration center for registration.
Remark 3.1. Large amounts of data can be hidden by setting the font size of the hidden
data to “zero”. This will not aﬀect the displaying results in PDF Reader.
Remark 3.2. The watermark (W = w1 w2 . . . w2t ) length is set to 2t, having m characters
in the PDF text file. From Step 2 of Algorithm I, it can be seen that the characters in
the PDF file are capable of performing “⊕” operations with the pixels in the watermark
repeatedly. Because the watermark length, 2t, is irrelevant to the size of m, the algorithm
is operable even when 2t is greater than m.
3.6. Application of PDF information hiding method applied to copyright protection – for images. A PDF file in accordance to iso-8859-1 [2] encoding includes
an image. The image consists of m pixels and watermark W = w1 w2 w3 . . . w2t−1 w2t ,
wi ∈ {0, 1}, and n = p × q, where p, q are strong primes which satisfy p ≡ 7 (mod 8) and
q ≡ 3 (mod 8); p, q are the secret keys which should be kept from (unknown to) others.
Algorithm II
Step 1: An integer from x0 ∈ Zn∗ is randomly selected which there exists a unique b ∈
{1, −1, 2, −2} so that x0 = bx0 , with x0 ∈ QRn . The value x0 is an initial hidden
value which should be kept from (unknown to) others.
Step 2: Run i = 1 to t
(1) Find the solution for x2i ≡ xi−1 (mod n) which also satisfies xi ∈ QRn .
(2) Calculate ui = xi mod m.
(3) Retrieve the two fixed most significant bits of the ui character among the m
characters, assigned as k2i−1 and k2i . The reason for retrieving two fixed most
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significant bits is because only the least significant bits are aﬀected if the
image is slightly altered. The watermark would therefore still be retrievable
during verification. If the image was excessively altered, the high bytes are
aﬀected, and people can easily detect that the image has been altered.
(4) Calculate c2i−1 = k2i−1 ⊕ w2i−1 and c2i = k2i ⊕ w2i
Calculate x2t+1 ≡ xt (mod n), satisfying xt ∈ QRn .
We can then obtain S = (x, c), where x = xt+1 , c = c1 c2 . . . c2t
We would then want to hide the entire S into the PDF file. After S is converted
into binary digits, the text setting syntax insert is inserted with syntax “/F13 0
Tf”, using every 8 bits as a unit and syntax “( ) Tj” as a set. The modification
of the syntax is given in Table 6. The displaying coordinate for the first row
text is (45, 140). Since the displaying coordinate of the image in the PDF file is
also (45, 140), the first row blank will cover onto the image, and the displaying
coordinate for the second row text is (0, 0). The second row will therefore cover
onto the first row, and the third row will also stack onto the original position and
so on. As a result, the whole set of blank characters will stack onto the image,
where all of the blank characters apply the setting of “/F13 0 Tf”.
The PDF file, watermark W = w1 w2 w3 . . . w2t−1 w2t , and S = (x, c) are sent to
the copyright registration center for registration .
Table 6. Example of hiding information into the image syntax

3.7. PDF copyright verification – for texts. We discuss the situation of a PDF
document purchased from the copyright owner which follows iso-8859-1 [2] encoding with
embedded verification information, S = (x, c), c = c1 c2 . . . c2t . The data include m
characters with a public key n = p × q.
Algorithm III
Step 1: Run i = t to 1.
(1) Calculate xi = x2i+1 (mod n).
(2) Calculate ui = xi (mod m).
(3) Retrieve two of the most significant bits of the ui character among the m
characters, assigned as k2i−1 and k2i .
(4) Calculate w2i−1 = k2i−1 ⊕ c2i−1 and w2i = k2i ⊕ c2i .
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Step 2: The watermark is then obtained, W = w1 w2 w3 ...w2t−1 w2t .
Step 3: Compare the obtained watermark with the original watermark registered at the
copyright registration center to see if they are the same.
3.8. PDF copyright verification – for images. We discuss the situation of a PDF
document purchased from the copyright owner which follows iso-8859-1 [2] encoding which
contains an image. The image includes m pixels with a public key n = p × q; S = (x, c),
x = xt+1 , c = c1 c2 . . . c2t .
Algorithm IV
Step 1: Run i = t to 1.
(1) Calculate xi = x2i+1 (mod n).
(2) Calculate ui = xi (mod m).
(3) Retrieve two of the most significant bits of the ui pixel among the m pixels,
assigned as k2i−1 and k2i .
(4) Calculate w2i−1 = k2i−1 ⊕ c2i−1 and w2i = k2i ⊕ c2i .
Step 2: The watermark is then obtained, W = w1 w2 w3 . . . w2t−1 w2t .
Step 3: Compare the obtained watermark with the original watermark registered at the
copyright registration center to see if they are the same.
Remark 3.3. A watermark can be created by just having the verification ciphertext and
digital image. The verification ciphertext and digital image need to be just expressed in
PDF format.
4. Experiment Results and Applications. We will conduct some experiments in the
following paragraphs according to the research method previously described. We prepared
a PDF document based on iso-8859-1 [2] encoding. The file includes a gray scale American
flag image. The size of the flag is 180 × 100, and the text is the American anthem, as
shown in Figure 2.
The following description is the testing of the watermark. The size of the watermark
is 100 × 50, as in Figure 3. The program used in this study was written in C#, and
iTextSharp was used to process API for the PDF document [8].

Figure 2. PDF document example
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Figure 3. Watermark

Figure 4. PDF syntax observation – text setting syntax

Figure 5. PDF syntax observation – block syntax

Figure 6. PDF syntax observation – information hiding
4.1. PDF information hiding method applied to copyright protection – Experiment 1. We conduct an experiment according to the method described in Section 3.5.
The text in the PDF document example is displayed with “F1” font and font size “12”.
We want to hide S between the first and second row text. The procedure is shown in
Figure 4, as shown in the figure, we first need to insert syntax “/F1 0 Tf” after the first
row text syntax. The framed area shown in Figure 5 indicates the message syntax block.
The 8 space blanks in “( ) Tj” consisted by the hexadecimal character codes of “20” and
“A0” in accordance with iso-8859-1 [2] encoding, as shown in Figure 6. Finally, we then
add syntax “/F1 12 Tf”, to maintain the original text setting after the second row, as in
Figure 7.
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Figure 7. PDF syntax observation – restoration of text setting

Figure 8. Altered PDF document – text altered

Figure 9. Retrieved watermark from the PDF file with altered text
After we modified the text of the PDF file, we would like to further retrieve the watermark. The altered PDF file is shown in Figure 8, and retrieval of the watermark is shown
in Figure 9.
4.2. PDF information hiding method applied to copyright protection – Experiment 2. We then conduct an experiment according to the method described in Section
3.6. As we return to the image of the American flag in the PDF document shown in
Figure 2, the coordinates of the image in the PDF file is (200, 700). We intend to hide S
onto the American flag. The entire S is converted into the syntax shown in Table 7.
The segment “200 700 Td” in the syntax is enclosed between “BT” and “ET”, as shown
in Figures 10 and 11. Therefore, datum point for the displaying coordinate is located at
the bottom left corner of the document page. The reason for setting the coordinate
at (200, 700) was to ensure that the first row blank and the American flag are stacked
together. Because the displaying coordinate of the image is also at (200, 700), and since
the datum points of the displaying coordinates of the second row and after are based from
the previous row; when the displaying coordinates are set as (0, 0) for the second row and
after, the second row would stack onto the first row, the third row blank stack onto the
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Table 7. Syntax block of verification message after conversion

Figure 10. PDF syntax observation – text syntax opening

Figure 11. PDF syntax observation – text syntax ending
second row and so on. As a result, all of the blanks are stacked together and apply to the
text setting “/F1 0 Tf”, as in Figure 12.
After we modified the American flag in the PDF file, we would like to further retrieve
the watermark. The altered PDF file is shown in Figure 13, and retrieval of the watermark
is shown in Figure 14.
4.3. Applications and discussions.
4.3.1. Existing protection methods for a PDF file.
(a) Protection method for PDF files. There are basically two types of protection
methods for PDF documents. One is PDF security and the other is PDF encryption.
The security function for PDF documents will provide the PDF document with various
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Figure 12. PDF syntax observation – text setting

Figure 13. Altered PDF document – image altered

Figure 14. Retrieved watermark from the PDF file after image was altered
settings; the user is then restricted with some of the functions when reading a PDF file
with PDF Reader. These restrictions include the prohibitions of printing, saving a new
file and copying the text, or the context is restricted to read only, etc. The original PDF
document owner is also required to set the security password when setting PDF document
security. The password is used to lift the various restrictions when using PDF Reader
to read a PDF file. However, the PDF document security function does not conduct
encryption to the entire text. As a result, the general user can still read the PDF file
using PDF Reader even if the security password is not known, only being restricted to
some of the functions.
The encryption function for the PDF document will conduct encryption to the entire
text. The encryption can be divided into symmetric encryption and asymmetric encryption. If the original PDF is applied with encryption by the document owner, the input of
the correct password is required in order to read the PDF file with PDF Reader; otherwise
the PDF file cannot be completely read.
(b) Possible attacking methods. If a person attempts to photo the PDF document
into various images, and then convert all of the images into a PDF document; or if a
person attempts to manually (such as re-typing) convert the PDF content into a new
document, the newly fabricated PDF file will not include S.
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4.3.2. Reformed copyright protection method (particularly suitable for digital images).
(a) Assume that the text or image of the PDF file consists of m characters (pixels) of
a1 , a2 , . . . , am , with watermarkW = w1 . . . w2t . We first select a suitable k value, and
divide m into k parts. Let l ≡ m
.
k
(1) From Remark 3.2 in Section 3.5, length 2t is irrelevant to the size of l.
We therefore can apply Algorithm I to watermark W and a1 , a2 , . . . , al , and create
a verification ciphertext S1 = (xk+1 , c1 , . . . , c2t ). The same method can be applied to
W and al+1 , . . . , a2l to create verification ciphertext S2 = (x2k+1 , c2t+1 , . . . , c4t ). The
same process is continued until we create verification ciphertext Sk = (x4k+1 , c(4k−2)t+1 ,
. . . , c4kt ) from W and a(k−1)l+1 . . . am .
(2) The verification ciphertexts S1 , . . . , Sk are integrated into S = (x4kt+1 , c1 c2 . . . c4kt ).
Therefore, the PDF will consist a number of k watermarks.
(3) The PDF file, watermark, and verification ciphertext S are then sent to the copyright
registration center.
(4) Publish: watermark, watermark retrieving algorithm, and public key n.
(b) If the attack method in Section 4.3.1(b) is encountered, the verification ciphertext S
is removed from the PDF file. As a result, the verification S and target B (such as digital
image) within the PDF file cannot be retrieved to create a watermark. The purpose is
to protect the copyright of target B, rather than the PDF file or syntax of describing B
in the PDF file. Algorithm IV apparently tells us that a watermark can be created as
long as B and S are obtained. When a dispute of the copyright occurs, the verification
ciphertext S registered at the registration center can be retrieved. The rightful owner can
therefore issue copyright infringement claims to the suspicious B product.
4.3.3. Providing customer protection for purchasing genuine products. The copyright owner can add a “viewable” company image or text onto the PDF file, such as adding “ABC”
onto “Im1” by the method in Table 8 and shown in Figure 15. The method can then
prevent a stealer from using a camera to retrieve the complete image; it also allows
purchasers recognize the genuine mark of a company. After a buyer purchases a PDF
copy from Company ABC, the person can remove the “ABC” displaying syntax to obtain
the complete image. At the same time, the purchaser can obtain the verification ciphertext
S from the PDF syntax and have the public key n = p × q. The purchaser can then verify
the hidden watermark.
4.3.4. Tracking piracy. If ABC Company is about to own the copyright of a digital product, the product is coded by iso-8859-1 [2] into PDF format. The file is then inserted with
a non-embedded watermark verification text, S = (x, c). In this watermark text S, x can
Table 8. Adding a viewable text syntax
Original syntax
q
256 0 0 256 36 550 cm
/Im1 Do
Q

Modified syntax
q
256 0 0 256 36 550 cm
/Im1 Do
Q
BT
/F1 12 Tf
36 550 Td
(ABC)Tj
ET

COPYRIGHT PROTECTION SCHEME BASED ON PDF
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Figure 15. Viewable text added to the PDF document
be regarded as the product’s serial number, which can be used as a secrete key to extract
the watermark. The ABC Company issues a one and only unique serial number x for every digital product. The buyer’s identity and the watermark verification text, S = (x, c),
are registered altogether and saved within the database. If the market suddenly appears
with two identical serial numbers x, this indicates that somebody is illegally pirating the
product. Company ABC is then able to track the source of the piracy.
4.3.5. Discussion. As we compare the information hiding method in this study to the
approach by Lee and Tsai’s method [6] as follows:
(1) Lee and Tsai paper is mainly based on unembedded information hiding; they hide
data in the spacing between words of the cover text. Since there is no relationship
between the hidden data and cover text, copyright owners cannot claim their rights
of the text, and data cannot be hidden in image files using Lee and Tsai scheme.
(2) (i) Our scheme can protect copyrights as well as being an unembedded watermark.
(ii) Our method uses a quadratic root as the random seed to generate a series of
locations within the cover object. A “⊕” operation is then performed between
the watermark and the corresponding character or pixel of the cover object.
(iii) Available cover objects for our scheme include text, images, software, maps, and
music scores, etc.
(iv) Since the cover object is unembedded and can be reused, collisions will not occur,
thus allowing us to embed large sized images or text into smaller cover objects.
We summarize the statements in the following table:
```
Integration of the
``` Characters Data
Hiding
Claim of
```
watermark and the Cover object
``` hiding
Method copyrights
Schemes
cover object
Lee and Tsai’s
Yes
No
text
Unembedded
No
text, images,
software, maps, Unembedded
Our scheme
Yes
Yes
Yes
music scores

5. Conclusion and Future Work. The text, syntax and images in PDF documents
are compressed. When a PDF file is opened directly without using PDF Reader, the file
would appear as a random code, thus reducing the chances of any hidden information
being discovered when a PDF file is opened directly.
The method in this research basically remains two problems for applying to steganography and passing secret data. The first problem is that the file size of the PDF document
would increase after hiding, due to the additional content. The second issue is that the
hiding information can still be removed even if PDF document security is applied. In
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other words, the hidden S is removable. The next stage in further research is to study
how to handle the steganographic problems in PDF documents.
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